President Hoover's Return

DEAD MAN ENTERS TRIAL OF BROTHERS

Evidence Showing Police Held Frank Marco, Chief Suspect, to be Offered.

Car Lines Blocked by Triple Collision

Germany to Reply to Briand Address

AUSTRO - GERMAN Economic Union Plan Is Claimed No Threat to Peace.

TAMMANY ALERT AS FIGHT BEGINS

First Big Gathering in Clean-up Campaign Finds Tiger for Show of Law Enforcement.

BY LEWIS F. PARDON

New York (AP) - New York State's attorney general, Percy L. Shaw, warned yesterday that Unione Secca, a rival of Tammany Hall, was engaged in an organized crime war involving organized thefts, police kickbacks and perquisites. There has never been a conflict of interests in any party organization in the state, Shaw said. The attorney general also said that his office was investigating Unione Secca's activities in the state.

EX-FOLLIES GIRL DRIVES OFF CLIFF

Husband Refuses to Accept Police Suicide Theory, Calls It Accident.

The man who was found dead at the bottom of the cliff was identified as John B. O'Brien, 32, who was last seen leaving his home early yesterday morning. The police report that O'Brien was last seen in the company of his wife, who is currently in the hospital. The police are now investigating the possibility that the man may have committed suicide.

FUTURE OF PAINTING IS SEEN IN AMERICA

Emancipated Art Tradition is Thought by -Europeans to Succeed Beloved Bank.

The artist who was found dead at the bottom of the cliff was identified as John B. O'Brien, 32, who was last seen leaving his home early yesterday morning. The police report that O'Brien was last seen in the company of his wife, who is currently in the hospital. The police are now investigating the possibility that the man may have committed suicide.

TWO STREET CARS CRUSH AUTO, TYING UP 15TH ST. TRAFFIC

Two women were killed in a head-on collision yesterday afternoon, when a street car, driven by a junior conductor, collided with another street car, driven by a senior conductor.

CONFESSION KILLED TO SERVE 14 YEARS

Two women were killed in a head-on collision yesterday afternoon, when a street car, driven by a junior conductor, collided with another street car, driven by a senior conductor.

BURKE WILL FIGHT MURDER CHARGE

Gangster Refuses to Waive Examination—Says He Will Employ Lawyer.

Two women were killed in a head-on collision yesterday afternoon, when a street car, driven by a junior conductor, collided with another street car, driven by a senior conductor.

SOVIET SAYS CRIMES DECREASED FOR 1930

Togo Lister, a labor leader, was arrested yesterday on charges of organizing a strike in the coal mines. The union leader has been arrested several times in recent years for organizing strikes and has been sentenced to prison on several occasions.

One killed and four hurt in Gastonia church row

Two officers, who were attacked by a crowd of men, were dragged from their patrol car and were left lying on the ground. The crowd broke into the church and was dispersed by the officers. The officers were later taken to the hospital where they were treated for their injuries.